We present a simple and versatile description of transport of almost ballistic particles near rough boundaries with an emphasis on thin films and narrow channels. The main effects are associated with chaotization of motion as a result of repeated scattering from random walls. We show that the problem contains an additional mesoscopic length scale which is expressed explicitly via the amplitude and correlation radius (or the correlation function) of surface inhomogeneities, and the ratio of the particle wavelength to the correlation radius. The calculations are performed with the help of a canonical coordinate transformation which reduces a transport problem with rough random walls to a completely equivalent problem with ideal Hat walls, but with some random bulk distortions. This problem is treated on the basis of a kinetic equation with a perturbative collision integral. In addition to the application of the Boltzmann transport equation for (quasi) particles with an arbitrary degree of degeneracy of the distribution function, we also include the results for a single-particle diffusion on the basis of the Focker-Plank equation. We calculate different transport coeKcients for (quasi) particles with an arbitrary spectrum e(p) with a bulk of calculations for particles with quadratic, p /2m, and linear, cp, spectra. The calculations are made in classic and WKB regimes as well as in the case of quantized motion across the film. All the transport coefBcients are expressed via the first two angular harmonics of the correlation function of surface inhomogeneities which play the role of an effective transport cross section. The results include the effects of bulk impurities and changes in potential relief near the walls. We also calculate the quantum interference corrections to conductivity and localization and mesoscopic effects associated with refelections from random surfact" inhomogeneities, and the density of states in low-dimensional films. The mesoscopic properties are especially simple in the case of strong quantization of motion across the d-dimensional films when the problem becomes effectively equivalent to localization of d -1-dimensional motion in weak random potential. We discuss possible future applications of our method such as for porous media, boundary slip, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
The effects of boundary scattering on transport processes is important for physics of films, waves, and particles propagation in restricted geometry, including the porous media, properties of multilayer systems, quantum wires, etc. These effects become very convoluted if the boundaries are rough with complicated or random inhomogeneities of different scales. In general, the effect of boundary roughness on boundary scattering should lead to chaotization of motion near the boundaries and to some additional diffusion along the walls. It is quite obvious that this transport effect should be described by the correlation function of surface inhomogeneities, but it is not clear how to get such a description in a consistent though simple way. This is the main goal of this paper. Below, we will develop a simple and uniform formalism which can be easily applied to a broad variety of transport problems in very different systems.
The description of transport near rough walls is hindered by two problems. The first one is very important for solid or liquid films, and is less important for gaseous or vacuum systems. In solid or liquid systems, the energy spectrum, including the potential relief and solid-state energy bands, change significantly near the walls. This effect exists even in the case of perfect Hat walls. The effects of this type dominate the boundary scattering in many metals or semiconductors, especially in the presence of surface energy levels and/or strong boundary adsorption, when the particle energy experiences dramatic changes near the surface.
The second group of effects is associated directly with the surface roughness, i.e. , with the randomness in the exact position and the direction of the boundary which leads to the randomness in phases and directions of refIected particles. In many problems of wave propagation, gas dynamics, electrons in simple metals, etc. , the energy changes near the surface play the secondary role with respect to the efFects of surface roughness. These two parts of the scattering problem can often be studied separately, one after another. We will start from the effects of surface roughness, and will address some aspects of energy distortion at the surface closer to the end of this paper.
The scattering from rough walls contributes to the chaotization of motion only as a result of repeated collisions with the walls. The particles can return to the wall either as a result of bulk scattering, or after collisions with another wall. As we will see below, the results for these too cases are different from each other. In this paper, we will consider mostly the case of restricted geometry, i.e. , narrow channels and thin Blms, or almost ballistic particles in more bulk systems. We will also point out the necessary changes associated with bulk scattering.
The usual approach to boundary problems is to apply some "exact" boundary condition to an already known bulk problem.
Then the scattering by rough walls is described either with the help of an over-complicated boundary condition (see, e.g. , Refs. 1 -7), which leads to a practically unsolvable integrodifferential transport problem, or by an over-simplified phenomenological boundary condition, which balances partially specular and partially difFuse refl. ection. The standard perturbative methods ' are also not very useful, especially for electron problems.
A different approach is to substitute the surface roughness by some phenomenological bulk potential (or, what is very similar, by a set of scattering centers ) near the surface, and to e~press the transport characteristics near the surface via the parameters of this potential. This approach can reproduce certain important features of transport processes, including quadratic dependence of conductivity on Blm thickness, longrange correlations, and spin exchange processes in multilayers, ' by expressing transport parameters via the correlation function of this phenomenological potential. However, though it was clear ' that the efFective potential is related to the shape of the surface, the explicit form of this relation and, therefore, the form of the effective potential remained unknown and could not be easily reconstructed either theoretically or from experiment. Therefore, following Ref. 9, the calculations were restricted to the simplest model forms of such a potential or its correlation function. Meanwhile, the consistent comparison with experimental data requires the theory which relates the transport parameters to the shape of the surface rather than to some effective potential. This is especially important since modern experimental methods allow one to reconstruct the shape of the surface with a very high accuracy (see, e.g. , Ref. 14).
Below we develop a very simple, versatile, and consistent method which allows to express explicitly all transport and mesoscopic parameters directly via the main characteristics of the surface, namely, via the correlation function of surface inhomogeneities. The underlying idea of our approach is to shift the diKculties from the boundary condition to the bulk equations of motions: often it is much easier to solve a complicated bulk problem with simple boundary cond. itions than a simpler bulk problem with complicated boundary conditions. However, in contrast to Ref Note that since we start from the exact shape of the boundary, the corresponding distortion of the bulk Hamiltonian is expressed via the shape of the surface and is very different than the effective potential used in Refs.
9, 11 -13. We will see that the effective distortion is not localized near the surface, but is spread across the film.
Even the operator form of this distortion is much more complicated than it was assumed before, and does not reduce to a simple potential function. What is even more important, the effective form of this distortion depends on relaxation processes in the bulk. Some general preliminary results were recently published in Ref. 19 (see also the application to transverse dynamics in spin-polarized quantum gases ).
Within this paper we will neglect, except for the last section, all bulk relaxation processes. Then the random boundary scattering becomes the main source of the formation of the mean free path along the walls. The absence of the bulk relaxation is the main constraint on the results that makes our method applicable mostly to thin films. In the end, we will show how this restriction can be lifted in the case of toeak bulk scattering. We will also neglect all multichannel scattering effects which may be important for solid films with ideal periodic crystalline surfaces. 
II. COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION
Since (() = 0, the "perturbation" V is also random, (V) = 0.
Note, that the exact Hamiltonian contains, according to Eqs. (6), (7), not only the "perturbation" V (10), but also the additional terms V' with (i -(z,
Without bulk relaxation, when the wave functions are simple plane waves, these terms, as we will see later, will disappear &om the transport equation. Therefore, we will work with the truncated "perturbation" V (10) &om the very beginning so as not to make the equations unnecessarily cumbersome. As we see, the perturbation operator (10), (11) has a rather complicated and very specific form, which is different from the effective potential model. In thin films, the motion across the Glm is quantized with P = 7rhj /L. If the thickness is very small, the distance between states with different j can be so large that the transitions between these states can be efFectively suppressed.
Then the motion of particles along the 61m becomes equivalent to the 2D motion of particles in states j in some random potentials V~~. In this case, the momentum across the film P = 7rhj /L is much larger than the momentum along the film Q = (P",P, ), and one can get the potentials V~~~b y simply neglecting the terms with P", P, in Eq. (10) If the momentum across the film is large, P xhj /L » Q, but the distance between levels is not large and the transitions between them are allowed, one cannot simply ignore the terms with Q in Eq. (10). The presence of the operator X = i,hB/OP in these terms will lead to the appearance of the terms with hJ, (P -P') in the matrix elements. This, in turn, will result in the following integrand in the collision operator:
The second term in the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (13) makes the contribution of the terms with Q in V (10) to the collision integral not small in comparison with the first term in V, even if P » Q. The detailed calculation in the next section shows that, under these conditions, the effective 2D potential Vg for the motion along the film with P = vrhj /I » Q difFers by the coefficientfrom the potential (12):
This difference is explained by the role of transitions between the levels described by the terms with b' (P -P') (see also comments in Sec. VII).
If the levels are widely separated and we can neglect the transitions between them, we can use the potentials (12). This allows one to apply directly all available vast information on 2D motion in random potentials to a much less transparent problem of motion in ultrathin films with rough boundaries.
Since the potential (12) is, in contrast to the "perturbation" (10), a "standard" random potential, the calculations in the ultraquantum limit are more straightforward than for classical or semiclassical problems of thicker films. In the same spirit, the ultraquantum limit for 2D films, i.e. , very narrow strips of 2D films restricted by rough linear boundaries, becomes equivalent to the 1D motion in the 1D random potentials, 2 V~l (y) =~' '"'~'(") . gLy mL Therefore, the ultraquantum limit effectively lowers the dimensionality of the problem and simplifies the form of the random potential. These simplification will be used for the standard transport calculations in Sec. VII, and for the calculation of quantum interference and localization corrections to transport and in the discussion of the mesoscopic effects in transport in films with rough boundaries in Sec. VIII. In this section, we will consider not very thin films when the quantization of motion across the film is not very important. This is also an appropriate limit for a description of semi-infinite systems with a single boundary. In this classical or WKB limit, the wave functions are continuous, (17), will contain not the factors 0 (P, P') b' (P -P') with the derivatives of the b functions, but the factor (Q2 -Q' ) b (P -P'). As a result of the integration (20) (, ) 4' L 2m2
x 2P b (P -P') + AP b' (P -P') This equation is the same as a standard equation for a conductivity problem with a scattering of electrons by bulk impurities.
Therefore, we can immediately write a result at an arbitrary degree of quantum degeneracy of the electron system and arbitrary form of scattering probability W (P, P'): 
VI. TRANSPORT OF PARTICLES WITH AN ARBITRARY' ENERGY SPECTRUM e (P). APPLICATIONS TO PHONONS
AND PHOTONS,~= CP w(~, v) ='('-')~(, -, ) 4a12
x 2V P b(P -P') + OV P 8' (P -P')
O~8 " (P -P'), 8 0 (P, P') = (P V -P'V' ) . (Q -Q') .
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the spec-
The above results can be easily mod. ified so as to describe the diffusion of particles with arbitrary energy spectra e (p) . Some of the applications of these results deal with solid-state quasiparticles. Below we will perform the calculations in the semiclassical approximation, which will ignore both the interband transitions and the change of crystal symmetry at the surface responsible for the multichannel reflection.
The unperturbed wave functions for particles with an arbitrary spectrum e (p) are still plane waves, and the transition probability W (P, P ) for the "perturbation" (10) (10) with Vz~~(16) . Then the scattering probability difFers from Eq. (18) only by the factor c m /P, and the singleparticle difFusion coeKcient is very similar to Eqs. (37) and (38) 
vr'h' 2me2 (2me)
de, OE while the efFective mean free path
(L) (,) ,~. l -. The transport equation (48) with the collision integral (49) is a standard 2D transport problem not difFerent &om any other problem with weak impurity scattering. This problem can be easily solved in the same way as Eq. (19) and (20) where Q is the average (thermal) momentum along the - (~) .
film for the motion on the level j.
Of course, the 2D motion in weak random potential (12) results in localization of particles along the film with large localization radius (see Sec. VIII). As it was mentioned before, the collisions with rough walls limit the mean free path along the film. Another effect of randomness of the wall scattering is the appearance of quantum interference effects similar to those caused by scattering by usual random bulk imperfections (impurities). ' These interference effects manifest themselves in, for example, quantum corrections to conductivity and different mesoscopic effects. Though it is already known that random boundary scattering leads to different interference and localization eKects (see, e.g. , Refs. 9 and 24 and references therein), our approach allows us to recover known results and additional ones in a very simple and straightforward. way. The reason is that practically the only information, necessary for calculation of such quantum and interference corrections, is the mean free path and diffusion coefficient. Thus, we will be able to get simple expressions relating the mesoscopic length scales to the parameters of the correlation function of surface inhomogeneities. As we will see, the interference corrections strongly depend on whether the motion of particles across the film is classical (thick films) or quantized with large separation between levels (very thin films).
The situation becomes different if the motion of particles across the films is distinctly quantized with large separation between the energy levels. This situation occurs for very thin films with P = vrj h/I If the t. hickness I is so small that P~)) P", and the distance between levels is so large that the transitions between them are effectively suppressed, then the motion of particles on each level becomes effectively a 2D motion in a 2D random potential (12) (see also Sec. VII). This random potential is not different from any other random potentials studied in the localization theory, and we can use directly a wide variety of standard results ' " practically without any modifications or additional calculations. Of course, the only important parameter is the mean free path along the film calculated in Secs. IV and VII. For example, the localization length Z. for particles in very thin film with rough walls is exponentially large and is given by a standard expression for the 2D motion in a weak random potential: (vrghb ( (y) qL) mL (58) Under these conditions, the correlation function for the "perturbation" (15) (60) This result describes the localization of the particle in a narrow 2D film with rough boundaries.
IX. EFFECT OF ENERGY DISTORTION NEAR THE BOUNDARIES ON TRANSPORT
In this section, we will consider how the changes in potential energy near the surface can affect the transport in Alms with rough boundaries. Let us suppose, that the particle potential near the walls is somehow distorted, and that this distortion bU depends only on the distance from the wall,
After the coordinate transformation, this potential can be split into regular, (as above, we assume that the film is so narrow that the quantized momentum across the film, P = 27' h/L, is much larger than the momentum along the film, P", and that the transitions between levels are suppressed).
The localization implications of the 1D motion in the weak random potential (15) 
Depending on the energy distortion, the random distortion correction (63) can dominate over or be much smaller than the contribution of the "bare" perturbation (10) .
The presence of the regular part (62), U"s (X), somewhat complicates the situation. This term should be treated differently depending on whether the situation is classical (and WKB) or quantum. In a classical case, the potential U"s (X) modifies to the force term in the lhs of the transport equation (19) . This changes the equilibrium distribution function, which obtains the coordinate dependence, no P /2m+ U"s (X) . Since we are interested in mobility and diffusion in the directions y, z along the film, the main effect of this change is that the momentum integrations in Eqs. (22), (28), (29) but as a more complicated combination of the correlation functions q;g (in particular, there should be a relative decrease in the role cross correlations qq2, with an increase in potential distortions near the walls).
In the quantum case with discrete energy states for motion across the Glm, the main change occurs in the calculation of the matrix elements of the perturbation. Now the matrix elements of the perturbation V g should parts.
The role of these two contributions to the potential is different. The random part (63), U;"should be considered in the same way as and simultaneously with the perturbation V (10). Together these two random functions form an effective perturbation V,g --V+ U;"which should be used everywhere instead of V. In the calculations of Sec. IV, this amounts only to a trivial change in collision integral (20) . If one neglects the effect of the regular part (10), the effect of substitution of V by V ff on transport reduces to the change in the Fourier components of the correlation function g in the denominators of the integrands for the transport coeKcients in Sec. IV: be calculated not with the help of the wave functions (12) or (45), but the functions (r) = g2/V exp (zq s) @~, (o5) where 4z are the eigenfunctions for the 1D motion of particle between the walls A = +L/2 in the potential U"s (4) (62) with the eigenvalues ez. Simultaneously, one should include into the perturbation all the terms (11) . After the matrix elements are recalculated, the solution of the transport equation is similar to that in Sec. VII.
X. EFFECT OF BULK IMPURITIES
We can also take into account the effect of scattering of particles by impurities, and the interference between boundary and impurity scattering. This is especially simple when the impurity scattering is weak and can be described by the collision integral in the Born approximation.
Scattering by impurities is described by the addition of the random particle-impurity interaction potential U (r) to the bulk Hamiltonian. If we want to take into account both impurity and boundary scattering simultaneously, then the effective scattering potential after the coordinate transformation will obtain the form V,~= U (R) + hU (R) + V, (o7) where V is given by Eq. (10), and hU is the small change in U as a result of transformation r -+ R, hU = U (r)-
The matrix element of this perturbation is linear in these three terms, while its square will contain, after averaging ever surface inhomogeneities and distribution of bulk impurities, only the terms V ff, --U/I + Vp/ + bU// + (hUgg Vg g + bU/ gV/~) . (68) After the substitution into the equations for scattering probability and collision integral, the first term will reproduce the usual cellisien &equency with impurities 1/7; , the second ter. m will give the surface-induced col1ision integral &em Sec. IV, while the last three terms will describe the interference between bulk and surface scattering and will be linear in both impurity concentration and surface correlator g/L. If the impurity concentration is small, these interference terms can be neglected, and the transport parameters will obey a simple Matthiessen's rule for independent bulk and surfaceinduced collisions, Thus, the main deficiency of the results obtained so far is that we mostly neglected bulk relaxation and collisions, and restricted ourselves to the almost ballistic regime. As a result, the mean &ee path along the walls was restricted only by scattering by surface inhomogeneities.
Another interesting consequence of this assumption is that the transport coefBcients contain not only the correlation of inhomogeneities from the same wall, but also the correlation of inhomogeneities from the opposite walls. Of course, this correlation function should gradually disappear from the expressions for transport coefBcients with an increase in bulk relaxation. This should be associated with an reappearance of additional terms (11) in the effective Hamiltonian, as a result of distortion of the bulk wave functions by relaxation processes.
Another -and more important anticipated effect of bulk relaxation is that the film thickness L should gradually disappear from the transport coefFicients being substituted by the bulk mean free path Zb"jk. In this case, the particles return to the wall and the wall scattering is repeated not because of reflection from the opposite wall, but as a result of bulk collisions. In the future, we plan to generalize our approach by including the effects of strong bulk relaxation; this will also give us a more realistic basis for the study of semi-infinite space with only one rough boundary.
The above results can be used for the description of transport in porous media. However, the direct application of our results is possible only for systems with very high porosity when there are practically no cavities and the width of the channels is much larger than the curvature of the walls. In this case, the correlation radius B of surface inhomogeneities in the above equations has the meaning of the curvature of the pores, and the height E is the average amplitude of the wall "oscillations. "
Our method can also be applied to the study of boundary slip near rough walls. Usually, the slip effects in gases are scaled with the bulk mean free path. (10) has some very special properties which are different &om other random potentials, or that the diffusion chaotization of motion in a random bulk potential is even more nontrivial than is usually assumed.
